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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    ____INE________ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   ___1____ 

 
 
 
Project name: __Officer Meeting______________ Date(s) of Project:   ____8/31/2015_______ 
 
Project area:  __ Community/ __ University/ __ Profession/ _X_ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _6__ Electees: ___ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _1__ Participating: _1__ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: _A Meeting of the officers to get back into the school year and discuss plans, 
priorities, projects and scheduling for the upcoming semester.______________________________ 
 
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _We wanted to plan out all mandatory meetings to 
ensure that electees had a sufficient amount of project hours to be initiated. __________________ 
 
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  ___ Yes   _X__ No 
 
 The president looked through all of the responsibilities of officers, all of the mandatory reports and 
meetings, the list of free supplies from nationals, etc and made an agenda of all that needed to be 
discussed to have a successful semester. The meeting was held in the library and the president 
discussed the topics with the rest of the officers.________________________________________  
 
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: _ No cost or personnel requirements other than the presence of 
the officers.______________________________________________________________________ 
 
V. Special Problems: _No special problems encountered.__________________________________ 
 
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _All dates for initiation and the processes leading up to it 
were decided. Officers were made clear of their responsibilities._____________________________ 
 
VII. Index of Exhibits: _Please see attached meeting minutes_______________________________ 
 
VIII. Meeting Attendance and Minutes: 
 
Attendance 
1. Shelby Frailey – President  
2. Christie Hasbrouck – Vice President  
3. Emily Dunn – Treasurer 
 4. Jennifer Jackemeyer – Corresponding Secretary  
5. Joshua Peters – Recording Secretary 
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Minutes 
Officers Meeting 8/31/15 
 
Initiation schedule 
 
Orientation - Wed September 16 @7 
Essays Due by September 30 @ midnight 
Bent Polishing - Thursday October 8 @ 5 
Engineering Futures - Saturday October 17/24@ 10? 
Election Meeting – October 19 @ 7 
Initiation/Election - Wed November 18 @ 7 
 
Events to think about this semester, we’ll talk about them at the election meeting. 

• Christmas Event 
• Wrapping Party 
• Bonfire at Dr. Overton’s House or something else we think of.  Probably Saturday after election. 
• Geek Week with honors association 
• Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day with SWE  
• Math Club Pi a professor for Pi day 
• Science Fair judging 
• Trick or Treat for canned food 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    ____INE________ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   ___2____ 

 
 
Project name: _ Letters from the Dean’s office __ Date(s) of Project:   ___09/12/2015_________ 
 
Project area:  __ Community/ _X_ University/ __ Profession/ __ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _2__ Electees: _0__ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _0.5__ Participating: _2.5__ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: _ Letters from the dean were sent to each eligible student and their parent(s) 
for this semester.________________________________________________________________ 
 
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _ The letters from the dean are sent to give a 
professional impression of Tau Beta Pi and attempt to convince more eligible students to join.____ 
 
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  ___ Yes   _X__ No 
 
Upon receiving the eligibility list, letters were customized, printed, signed by the dean, put into 
envelopes with Tau Beta Pi brochures, and mailed to the students and their parent(s)._______ 
 
 
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: _ No direct cost to the chapter; the dean’s office covered 
envelopes and postage. Only other personnel required were the dean and his secretary.______ 
 
V. Special Problems: _Problems encountered were students on co-op who didn’t have campus___ 
mailboxes, and co-op students that reported wanting to join, but being unable to make it to campus._  
 
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _ There were 10 people that responded to this letter and 
came to the orientation. Sending letters to the parents helps because they encourage their son or 
daughter to join.  One student decided not to join, therefore 9 students were initiated._________ 
 
VII. Index of Exhibits: _ Letter from the dean template.____________________________________  
 
VIII. Attendance  
1. Shelby Frailey – President  
2. Jennifer Jackemeyer – Corresponding Secretary  
3. Letters sent to 23 eligible students and 23 sets of parents 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    ____INE_____ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   ___3____ 

 
 
Project name: _ Electee essays __________ Date(s) of Project:   ___09/30/2015_______ 
 
Project area:  _X_ Community/ __ University/ __ Profession/ __ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _0__ Electees: _9__ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _1__ Participating: _1-2__ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: _Each electee wrote an essay on one of the following topics 1. “Why do you 
want to be a member of Tau Beta Pi?”  2. What do you feel are the most pressing ethical concerns of 
engineers in regards to safety?” _____________________________________________________ 
 
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _ These essays allowed current members a basis 
from which to judge the electees’ character and reasons for joining.________________________ 
 
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  ___ Yes   _X__ No 
 
_ The officers and head advisor come up with an essay topic each semester to judge the electees’ 
character and reasons for joining TBP to make sure they are sound._______________________ 
 
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: _No cost or personnel requirements. _________________ 
 
V. Special Problems: _No problems encountered_____________________________________ 
 
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _The essays were sent to all current members for review 
before the election meeting. The members were able to form an opinion on the character of each 
electee before they voted to elect or not elect them.____________________________________ 
 
VII. Index of Exhibits: _ Essays from the electees._________________________________________  
 
VIII. Participation  
1. Wynn Bishop  
2. Zachary Bower  
3. Oanh (Skye) Nguyen  
4. Jonathan Lantz  
5. Andrew Rexroth  
6. Adam Boles 
7. Bryce Hina 
8. Ethan Price 
9. Seth Gressley 
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Adam Boles 

Tau Beta Pi Essay 
 I want to join Tau Beta Pi for a variety of reasons.  I will be able to meet new people with common 
interests and establish lifelong connections.  Tau Beta Pi represents several beliefs for engineering that I agree 
with.  Tau Beta Pi will be able to help me and I hope to be able to help it back during my life.  Deciding to join 
is an easy choice. 
 Tau Beta Pi will allow me to meet new people and network.  Since it represents all fields of engineering, 
I will get meet people from all engineering disciplines.  It will help me build connections with other engineers 
as friends and peers.  Tau Beta Pi is an easier way to meet people because I already know we have several 
things in common including engineering and academic excellence.  Many Tau Beta Pi members have 
established success at major companies, so Tau Beta Pi might help me land a good job.  Joining Tau Bet Pi will 
definitely help me establish connections. 
 Tau Beta Pi and I share common beliefs.  As an honor society, it believes in academic excellence.  It 
also believes that an alumnus should help or give back to his alma mater.  I hope to able to give back to Trine 
University and help future graduates like Trine/Tri-State alumni have helped me.  Tau Beta Pi believes that 
engineers should follow a code of ethics and that this should be done with integrity.  I agree with this belief.  I 
share many core ideas with Tau Beta Pi. 
 Tau Beta Pi and I will be able to mutually help each other.  After joining Tau Beta Pi, I will be able to 
develop a variety of skill that will make me a better job candidate.  These are the Engineering Futures which 
includes things like conflict resolution and oral presentation.  I will be able to apply for scholarships.  Other Tau 
Beta Pi members will see that I am a fellow member and know I believe in excellence and integrity.  I hope to 
be able to give back by teaching future member skills that I have found important and helping them get good 
jobs as well.  I will be able to help Tau Beta Pi like it is going to help me. 
 Tau Beta Pi will help me network and meet new friends or peers.  I believe in the core ideas represented 
by Tau Beta Pi.  We will be mutually beneficial to each other.  In the end, Tau Beta Pi and I are a perfect match. 
 
Andrew Rexroth  

Engineering Ethics and Safety 
In the field of engineering, there are numerous “Ethical” standards by which we are expected to govern 

ourselves. Some engineers take this more seriously than others because often times doing what is most correct 
ethically and what is best for your company do not align. Why is this such a big deal? Engineering affects all 
parts of our society from the tiny hardware components used in the home on a daily basis to the vehicles that 
carry people to work. Many times, decisions engineers make will have an effect on the safety of those using or 
near whatever it is they are designing. Thus, precaution and safety measures must be taken to ensure maximum 
safety for the general public.  
 There are many different potential safety hazards and concerns for each of the different types of 
engineering. Safety precautions that civil engineers are most worried about may have no real application for 
mechanical or chemical engineers. That being said, there are general ethical safety responsibilities that overlap 
all types of engineering. For example, computer and electrical engineers follow IEEE code of ethics or 
“Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers”. The first ethical responsibility on the list is: “to accept 
responsibility in making decisions consistent with the safety, health, and welfare of the public, and to disclose 
promptly factors that might endanger the public or the environment. This ethical responsibility is not very 
specific to electrical or computer engineers however. If we look at AlChE code of ethics for chemical engineers, 
we see something very similar: “Hold paramount the safety, health and welfare of the public and protect the 
environment in performance of their professional duties. We could find similar ethical responsibilities in other 
types of engineering as well. So, what do these safety hazards look like for engineers? One of the biggest safety 
hazards in my opinion is when a product fails and engineers didn’t prepare a backup plan.  
 It is easy to test a product when everything is working as it should and to verify that all results are 
correct. However, there are nearly infinitely different possible failures that could occur, depending on the 
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product of course. Thus, it is the engineer’s job to consider all possibilities and ensure that people will not get 
hurt should one of these failures occur. This results in some grey areas where there is no clear right or wrong 
choice but one is obligated to lean on the side of precaution and safety. The problem with this is that the testing 
can be as exhaustive or as basic as you want it to be. The engineer is responsible for drawing the line in how far 
to go with this preventative testing. This means he is to blame if ever something should fail but at the same 
time, every employer wants him to do it as quickly and inexpensively as possible. So, in an attempt to reduce 
costs and speed up the process, one could easily overlook some of the grey areas, assuming they aren’t truly a 
safety hazard, and end up hurting lots of people. Whether it was an intentional decision or simply something 
that was overlooked, we can see numerous examples of this in all types of engineering. It is something that all 
engineers will face and have to work through for themselves.  
 As technology continues to reshape our culture, especially in the field of engineering, the safety hazards 
and ethical responsibilities of engineers are continually changing. Engineers must be continually watchful for 
new potential hazards and as they design or develop, remember that they have an obligation to society to 
promote the safety and health of the general population. This includes making choices that could hurt company 
profits in order to ensure a product or service is safe and in the best interest of society. The ethical standard for 
public safety is defined by all of society and will continue to be ever changing.  
Resources: 
http://www.aiche.org/about/code-ethics 
http://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/governance/p7-8.html 
 
Bryce Hina 

Tau Beta Pi Essay 
 For many students joining societies is a great way to get involved with communities and build 
relationships while still managing to grow and learn new things. For me, the community that I am looking to 
join is Tau Beta Pi. Joining Tau Beta Pi would allow me to build relationships with others while still providing 
me ways to learn and grow continuously through scholarships or Tau Beta Pi gatherings.  
 The biggest reason that I am looking to join Tau Beta Pi is that this society will provide a method of 
meeting other students. By attending the different meetings and conferences provided by Tau Beta Pi, I will be 
introduced to a multitude of new people who could later become friends and contacts as we approach 
graduation. In addition to this, students could provide useful help and insight for the later years in college and 
beyond. This kind of connection to other students is rare as not many other student groups offer this magnitude 
of connection building.  
 My second reason for seeking to join Tau Beta Pi is for the promotion of scholastic advancement. Tau 
Beta Pi promotes many different conventions, career fairs, and other educational opportunities. In my education, 
I am looking for every possibility to advance my knowledge and skill in preparation for the future. This 
includes things such as interview skill, technical trainings, and presentation skills that would be beneficial in my 
career. In addition to this, Tau Beta Pi would also help me pursue my current education by offering scholarships 
to help fund my current cost of college. As I begin looking at the possibility of graduate school and other higher 
education opportunities, having this financial assistance from Tau Beta Pi would be very helpful in my decision 
to continue education. 
 Tau Beta Pi offers a much wider variety of experiences and opportunities that can’t be seen anywhere 
else. I would like to join Tau Beta Pi so that I could take advantage of these rare opportunities to accelerate my 
education and build my character in every way possible. By pursuing the ideals of integrity and excellence that 
Tau Beta Pi represents, I will be given an enhancement to my education and my life overall. 
 
Ethan Price 

Tau Beta Pi 
 

There are many reasons that I would like to be apart of Tau Beta Pi. To begin,  

http://www.aiche.org/about/code-ethics�
http://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/governance/p7-8.html�
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I would like to be apart of this elite group because of the history of the association. Tau Beta Pi is the oldest 
engineering honor society that accepts nothing but the best. I believe I will be a good fit for this organization 
because of my “personal and professional integrity.”  
 This group will help me broaden my network in and out of class. It will allow me to meet all sorts of 
different people, and it will allow me to show my dedication to engineering. It looks very good on a resume, 
and will help me stick my foot in the door to the real world of engineering. I am also hoping that this group will 
help me get future scholarships to help cut tuition costs. Tau Beta Pi will make my name stick out and it will put 
me one step further than others. 
 Tau Beta Pi gives students opportunities that many do not get to partake in, such as conferences. The 
conferences that are offered are very interesting, and I believe could be a lot of fun.  The conferences would 
give me a chance to get out and meet other members of tremendous success who share similar likes and the 
passion for engineering. The conferences allow students to travel to all kinds of exciting places and enjoy the 
presence of other academically driven students.  
 I look forward to being apart of Tau Beta Pi and getting to know the rest of the members in the chapter 
that is at Trine. I think that I will be a great addition to the group and would like to thank Tau Beta Pi for the 
opportunity to be apart of the elite group of individuals.  
 
Jonathon Lantz 
Tau Beta Pi Initiation Essay 

Reasons for Joining Tau Beta Pi 
 Tau Beta Pi is a renowned engineering honor society that is designed to "offer appropriate recognition 
for superior scholarship and exemplary character to students in engineering."  When I received the news that I 
was nominated to join this society, I was thrilled that I was recognized for my character and academic success.  
Along with this recognition, I believe that there are certain standards that I must represent and uphold to fully 
embrace the culture of Tau Beta Pi.  Upholding the established Constitution and Bylaws will allow me to gain 
the benefits of joining such a prestigious society. 
 There are a multitude of reasons why joining Tau Beta Pi will benefit me.  One of the possibly under 
looked, but important reasons for joining is to embrace the role of being a leader among fellow students.  
Learning basic leadership skills is important not only as an engineer, but also as a person.  Every individual in 
their lifetime has the chance to become a leader, and Tau Beta Pi opens up opportunities to practice and 
demonstrate these skills so that they are properly utilized in the future.  Another reason for joining Tau Beta Pi 
is to gain the network of other successful individuals.  Networking with fellow Tau Beta Pi members allows 
individuals to gain an upper hand in the engineering industry.  Connections are an important part of being a 
distinguished as a successful individual.  Being a member of Tau Beta Pi shows that an individual has gone 
above and beyond to achieve success in the engineering discipline.  
 
Seth Gressley 

Why do I want to become a member of Tau Beta Pi? 
 I have accomplished a lot during my time during college. I have taken multiple classes, earned good 
grades, and attempted to achieve at my highest level. But one thing I have not done in college is be a part of 
national organizations. I began to change this last year when I joined Chi Epsilon, the Civil Engineering Honor 
Society, but I bypassed joining another honor society, that being Tau Beta Pi. Looking back on that decision, I 
wish I would have joined last year so that I could have taken better advantage of the prestige that Tau Beta Pi 
offers its members. So when I got the chance to join again this year, I knew that I would do so. My biggest 
reasons for joining Tau Beta Pi are to amend my mistake of not joining last year, to become a part of a huge 
national society, and to integrate myself into a large network of skilled and innovative engineers looking to 
create a better future.  
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 My first reason for joining Tau Beta Pi, that being to make up for not joining last year, was an easy 
reason pushing me towards joining. I knew a little about what Tau Beta Pi could offer me but I did not take the 
time to learn more last year and I regret that. With this new opportunity, I plan to take full advantage of what 
Tau Beta Pi can give me.  
 This leads me to my second reason for joining Tau Beta Pi, that being to become a part of the nation’s 
most renowned engineering honor society. As a future engineer (and that future is coming very soon) I want to 
be fully involved in everything I can be involved in within the engineering community. I plan to obtain my PE 
license and to attend yearly gatherings of my fellow civil engineers, but I want more than this. Tau Beta Pi gives 
me more. It provides me with an opportunity to branch out from civil engineering and be a part of the larger 
engineering community. I believe it is essential for all engineers to realize that their particular engineering field 
is just one of many and that it is important for all engineers to understand that without one, there could not be 
the other. This applies to all disciplines of engineering, and Tau Beta Pi is an excellent bridge between all 
disciplines.  
 The third and final reason for my choice to join Tau Beta Pi is the networking opportunities the society 
offers me. As an aspiring senior engineering student in college, I naturally want to step out of the college front 
door into a great job, and what better way to do so than to be guided by an established, well known society like 
Tau Beta Pi? I see no downside to having as many networking tendrils out there in the real world so that when 
the time comes, I can take the job that is right for me and that I can excel in.  
 I look forward to the future and to what Tau Beta Pi can offer me in that future. Being an engineer is a 
gift, one we can and must use to better the society we live in. There is no better way in my mind to better this 
society than to work together with not only other civil engineers, but with all engineering disciplines. The future 
looks bright, and Tau Beta Pi makes it brighter.  
 
Tau Beta Pi Essay 
Author: Skye Nguyen 
Topic: Why do you want to be a member of Tau Beta Pi? 
 
I have been invited to join numerous honor societies for the past three years of college. Most of them is not 
worth joining because I gain nothing except a cool title on my resume and I also give nothing back due to the 
lack of activities these societies provide. Tau Beta Pi, on the other hand, has been on my bucket list to join since 
day one for various reasons. It is the nation’s oldest and largest engineering honor society and was founded way 
back in 1885. The rigorous requirements for membership is the main reasons why I desire it so much. Being 
able to join TBP means that I am a talented engineering student whose diligence earns to be proudly recognized. 
It also means that I am a leader and a server of my community. I want to have the pride of being a TBP 
member. I want to surround myself with other engineers who share similar interests and accomplishments in 
order to broaden my professional network. I want to be able to absorb as much knowledge from these 
connections and experience as a member. I also want to be qualified for the scholarships TBP provides to its 
undergraduate members because we all know college is expensive! Last but not least, I want to be able to share 
my experience to other engineering students and show them how awesome it is to be an engineer who can 
literally change the world. Because of everything I mentioned above, Tau Beta Pi is definitely the one for me. 
Being a Tau Beta Pi member will push me to higher limits and help me achieve more in my life, not just during 
college. I cannot wait to be a part of this amazing society and start my contributions.  
 
Wynn Bishop 

Why I Want to Join Tau Beta Pi 
 Joining Tau Beta Pi would be an honor and a privilege. The primary reasons I would like to join this 
organization is the honor that comes with being a member and to fulfill my goals I set for myself my freshman 
year. As a freshman civil engineering student, I was required to create a list of goals for my college career in my 
Introduction to Engineering class. Included on my list was joining honor societies here at Trine. Currently, I am 
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a member of the civil engineering honor society, Chi Epsilon. Being invited into another national honor society 
gives me a sense of pride and accomplishment as I will have reached the goals I set for myself as a freshman. 
Another reason I would like to join this organization is to bolster my resume. Since Tau Beta Pi is a nationally 
recognized engineering honor society I am excited to see what doors being a member could open in my 
professional career. Currently, I am considering going to graduate school in pursuit of a master’s degree. I am 
hoping that the membership of Tau Beta Pi will help to set me apart from other students as I begin to apply to 
various schools. Also, the possibility of grants from the Tau Beta Pi organization is exciting to me as paying for 
my master’s degree is a large concern of mine. Looking forward to my professional career, being a member of 
this organization could lead to possible job offers and great networking opportunities with other members. 
Ultimately, I came to Trine University to leave with all the tools necessary to become a successful engineer. 
Being a member of Tau Beta Pi would be a great tool and opportunity to work with other likeminded 
individuals to prepare us for a life of success after our time at Trine University has ended. 
 
Zach Bower 

Why do you want to be a member of Tau Beta Pi? 
 There are many different reasons why I want to be a member of Tau Beta Pi.  Those reasons include the 
community of people involved with the program, networking opportunities, and I would not be truthful if I 
didn’t say that it would look good on my resume.  There are many other reasons that I have started to realize as 
I come closer to graduating that have encouraged me to join Tau Beta Pi. 

I would like to be part of the community of engineers that make up Tau Beta Pi.  I have had the 
opportunity to join Tau Beta Pi many times in the past couple of years, but I have not put much thought into the 
program until recently.  Throughout my internships over the past two summers I have noticed that the people 
that I have worked for have a couple of things in common.  Those two things are how serious they take the 
work that they do and their passion for engineering.  This is a mindset that I always want to have no matter what 
job I end up with when I graduate.  I believe that this mindset is that of the people who make up the community 
of engineers in Tau Beta Pi.  Being part of an organization like this can not only help me strive to be a better 
engineer, but also a better person in general. 

Obviously, networking opportunities would be a huge help in searching for a job after I have graduated 
this spring.  Though, that help does not have to start and end with job searching.  Being able to be connected to 
different people in the same field of work and study can be a tremendous asset.  Research and other such 
problem solving ventures could be accomplished by linking with another Tau Beta Pi member in the future.  I 
believe that staying connected and up to date with different members of my area of study is the perfect way to 
make sure that my knowledge of my field does not slip.  It is also a way that I would be able to stay current with 
new concepts and ideas that have been developed.  Again, I would be lying if I said that being able to write 
“Tau Beta Pi Member” on my resume was not one of the reasons that I want to be a member, but why would 
that not be one of my reasons?  I have an opportunity to be a part of an honor society consisting of the top 
engineering students.  This would be an honor that I would want people to know about. 

Declining earlier invitations was not one of the smartest decisions that I have ever made and I regret 
having waited so long to accept the invitation to join Tau Beta Pi.  The community of engineers, networking 
opportunities, advantages in job searching, and realizations that I have made about myself and my future in the 
past year have definitely changed my mind.  You can definitely believe that I am now ready and excited to be 
part of Tau Beta Pi and look forward to working with all of its members throughout my last year here at Trine 
University. 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    ___INE______ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   __4____ 

 
 
Project name: Analytical Problem Solving EF Session Date(s) of Project:   ___10/17/2015_______ 
 
Project area:  __ Community/ __ University/ __ Profession/ __ Chapter/ _X_Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _2__ Electees: _7__ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _2__ Participating: _4__ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: ______ We hosted the Analytical Problem Sovling Engineering Futures 
session. Electees were required to attend.____________________________________________ 
 
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _ This event supported professional development of 
the problem solving skills of our electees._______________________________________________ 
 
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  ___ Yes   __X_ No 
 
_The vice president set up the EF session via the Tau Beta Pi website. Our facilitator, Annette 
Brenner, contacted us several times to make sure everything would work out and enough people 
would attend. The president reserved a room and picked up pizza for lunch.________________ 
 
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: _ The cost was $31.50 for four pizzas and  three 2-liter sodas. 
Napkins and plates were provided by Little Caesars. Personnel required: Annette Brenner, facilitator. 
 
V. Special Problems: __No Special Problems__________________________________________ 
 
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _ All of the feedback from the electees was positive. I 
think this session helped all of us gain problem solving skills and look at problems from more than 
one perspective._________________________________________________________________ 
 
VII. Index of Exhibits: _No Exhibits _____________________________________________ 
 
VIII: Attendance 
1. Shelby Frailey – President 
2. Christie Hasbrouck – Vice President 
3. Bryce Hina 
4. Ethan Price 
5. Skye Nguyen 
6. Adam Boles 
7. Wynn Bishop 
8. Zach Bower 
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9. Seth Gressley 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    ____INE________ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   ___5____ 

 
 
Project name: _Large Bent Polishing____________ Date(s) of Project:   __10/08/2015__________ 
 
Project area:  __ Community/ __ University/ __ Profession/ _X_ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _2__ Electees: _6__ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _0.5__ Participating: _1__ 
 
DESCRIPTION:  
 
I. General Description: _Electees were required to polish the large bent outside of our engineering__ 
building. Sandpaper and polish was provided.____________________________________________  
 
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _This was a test of character and pride in joining Tau 
Beta Pi. It also served as a social event to get the electees to get to know each other. __________ 
  
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes _X_ No  
A date was chosen when it would be warmer outside so the electees wouldn’t freeze. They were told 
over a month in advance to avoid conflict.__________________________________________  
 
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: No cost or personnel requirements- we used materials left over 
from years past.___________________________________________________________________ 
Special Problems: _No special problems encountered._____________________________________  
 
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _Students felt more pride in joining Tau Beta Pi; the___ 
electees got to talk and have a good time. Our bent looks nicer now outside of the engineering____ 
building. Any passers-by saw that we take care of our bent and are an active group on campus.____  
 
VII. Index of Exhibits: ____________________________  
 
VIII. Attendance:  
1. Shelby Frailey – President 
2. Christie Hasbrouck – Vice President 
3. Bryce Hina 
4. Ethan Price 
5. Seth Gressley 
6. Adam Boles 
7. Wynn Bishop 
8. Zach Bower 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    ____INE________ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   ___6____ 

 
 
Project name: ___Paperweight Bent Polishing_____ Date(s) of Project:   __11/18/2015________ 
 
Project area:  __ Community/ __ University/ __ Profession/ _X_ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _0__ Electees: _9__ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _0.5__ Participating: _Up to 20__ 
 
DESCRIPTION:  
 
I. General Description: _Electees were required to polish a miniature paperweight bent. The best___ 
polished bent will receive half off of their initiation dues.____________________________________  
 
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _This was a test of character and pride in joining Tau 
Beta Pi.__________________________________________________________________________  
 
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes _X_ No 
 _At the Orientation meeting each electee was given an unpolished paperweight bent for them to 
polish by the initiation ceremony. ______________________________________  
 
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: _$13 for each paperweight bent, so 9($13) = $117. No______ 
personnel requirements.____________________________________________________________ 
V. Special Problems: _No special problems encountered.__________________________________  
 
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _Students felt more pride in joining Tau Beta Pi, and one 
electee got half off of their dues._______________________________________________________  
 
VII. Index of Exhibits: _No exhibits.____________________________________________________  
 
VIII. Attendance:  
1. Wynn Bishop  
2. Zachary Bower  
3. Oanh (Skye) Nguyen  
4. Jonathan Lantz  
5. Andrew Rexroth  
6. Adam Boles 
7. Bryce Hina 
8. Ethan Price 
9. Seth Gressley 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    ____INE________ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   ___7____ 

 
 
 
Project name: _Electee Alternate Project_______ Date(s) of Project:   _10/21/2015 – 11/02/2015_ 
 
Project area:  __ Community/ __ University/ _X_ Profession/ __ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _0__ Electees: _2__ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _2__ Participating: _4__ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: _We offered an alternative project to the electees who could not attend our __ 
bent polishing or engineering futures session. The electees were required to complete the task of_ _ 
calculating wasted energy of lights outside of a local gas station, then the energy savings and cost to 
switch to solar powered lights. They created a PowerPoint presentation of their findings.____  
 
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _This project served as an alternate for one of the__ 
required events to be initiated into Tau Beta Pi. This event showed us the electees’ desire to join ___ 
TBP and their competence in mathematics and teamwork._____________ _____________________  
 
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) ___ Yes _X_ No _The 
mechanical engineering technician came up with this project per the president’s request. The idea 
was to create a project that had a similar theme to the engineering futures session (analytical problem 
solving) and take about the same amount of time as the EF session (4 hours.)_________  
 
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: No cost or personnel requirements.______________________ 
Special Problems: _No special problems encountered._____________________________________  
 
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _The project was successful because it showed us the 
desire of the electees to join TBP. It also correlated well to the project that the other electees_____ 
completed so that all electees did a similar project in both length and topic to join.______________  
VII. Index of Exhibits: _No Exhibits________________________________________  
VIII. Attendance:  
1. Jonathon Lantz – electee  
2. Andrew Rexroth – electee  
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    ____INE________ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   ___8____ 

 
 
Project name: Local School Christmas Sponsorship   Date(s) of Project: 11/18/2015-12/18/2015 
 
Project area:  _X_ Community/ __ University/ __ Profession/ __ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _17__ Electees: _0__ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _6__ Participating: _18__ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 I. General Description: _Following in the footsteps of last year’s initiative to start an annual project, 
we elected to sponsor a local elementary school to provide Christmas gifts and hats, gloves, and 
coats to less fortunate children in the community. ______________________________________  
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _This project serves as a means to broaden our_ 
presence in the community. We are promoting charity and thoughtfulness by sponsoring less____ 
fortunate kids so that they may have a Christmas when they otherwise would not._Also this is 
hopefully a gift that will last many years to come as the school can hand out coats to those students 
that really need them during the very cold winter in Indiana._______________________________ 
 III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?) _X__ Yes ___ No 
 _This year we decided to work with Chi Epsilon, the Mechanical Engineering honor society.  Each 
member and officer of both organizations was asked to donate $10 to the cause. The rest of the 
money came from donations from students around campus after members went to each building for a 
coin drive.. The President of the chapter contacted a local school corporation’s teacher to discuss the 
details of the project and to pick a school or schools and group of students to sponsor. Once a head 
count of studetns was given, a number of hats, gloves, and coats was decided on. The President 
along with the present and future treasurer were able to buy the items from Menards and Wal-Mart.  
The President and two members of Chi Epsilon then presented the gifts to the local schools before 
Christmas break.________________________________________________________________  
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: Cost for 67 hats, 67 gloves, 34 coats, and 200 candy canes: 
$860. No special personnel requirements._____________  
Special Problems: _It was decided not to wrap the gifts as it seemed like a waste of time and money, 
we almost spent too much money due to a calculation error.________________________________ 
 VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _This project went really well. Many members donated 
to the cause, some elected to donate, 15 or 20 dollars, and many going around campus in the cold to 
collect money from students.  The school was overjoyed when we showed up with hats and gloves, 
and next year we plan to do this event again, but for a different school in town.   We are starting to 
become more known around campus and in the community._ This has successfully become an 
annual tradition!._________________________________________________________________  
VII. Index of Exhibits: _No Exhibits._______________________________________  

VIII. Attendance:  
1. Shelby Frailey – President  
2. Christie Hasbrouck – Vice President 
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3. Dr. Ryan Overton – Chief Advisor  
4. Emily Dunn – Treasurer  
6. Jennifer Jackemeyer – Corresponding Secretary 
7. Joshua Peters – Recording Secretary 
8. Mitchell Herber  
9. Natalie Grames 
10.Ethan Maust  
11.Nick Flint 
12. Bryce Hina 
13. Jacob Leopold  
14. Jaime McCarrell  
15. Ethan Price 
16. Skye Nguyen 
17. Jacob Haller 
18. Sarah Fowler – Chi Epsilon Member 
19. Chris Strauch – Chi Epsilon Member 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    __IN E_______ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   ___9___ 

 
 
Project name: __Officer Meeting 1_____________ Date(s) of Project:   __January  20, 2015____ 
 
Project __ Community/ Liberal Culture __ University/ College __ Profession/ Engineering 
Area: _X_ Chapter/ Social __Education/ Prof. Dev.  __ K-12/MindSET 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _5__ Electees: ___ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _1.5_ Participating: _1__ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 

I. General Description: _A meeting of the newly elected officers to discuss plans, priorities,  
 
projects, and scheduling for the upcoming semester. __________________________________ 
 

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _We wanted to establish what everyone’s 
 
 responsibilities were and plan out all mandatory meetings to ensure that electees had a sufficient  
 
amount of project hours to be initiated.  _____________________________________________ 
 
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  ___ Yes   _X__ No 
 
__ The president looked through all of the responsibilities of officers, all of the mandatory reports and  
 
meetings, the list of free supplies from nationals, etc and made an agenda of all that needed to be_  
 
discussed to have a successful semester. The meeting was held in the library and the president_  
 
discussed the topics with the rest of the officers.________________________________________ 
 
 

III. Cost & Personnel Requirements: __No cost or personnel requirements other than the  
 
presence of the officers._________________________________________________________ 
 
V. Special Problems: ___No Special Programs encountered.____________________________ 
 
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _All dates for initiation and the processes leading  
 
up to it were decided.  Officers were made clear of their responsibilities.____________________ 
 
VII. Index of Exhibits: __Please see attached meeting minutes___________________________ 
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VIII. Meeting Attendance and Minutes: 
 
Attendance 

1. Skye Nguyen – President 
2. Josh Marty – Vice President 
3. Ben Miller – Treasurer 
4. Jonathon Lantz – Corresponding Secretary 
5. Ethan Price – Recording Secretary 

 
Topics 

1. Student government meeting at 7:00 
• Who is going? Ben 
• Constitution/bylaws 
• Dr. Overton’s letter 
• Chapter roster – need student ID’s, send email 

2. Officer signatures report 
• Signed and scanned 

3. Officer handbooks 
• Correct anything outdated 
• Remove anything irrelevant to your position 
• Add anything relevant to your position/duties 
• Your guidebook to hand to the person after you 

4. Free materials (http://tbp.org/off/materialsOrder.cfm) 
• Posters/brochure holders 
• Things to give to initiates at orientation: 

o Wallet with: 
o Bookmark 
o Creed card 
o Information book 
o Code of Ethics of Engineers 
o Bent life subscription card 
o Engineering Futures brochure 
o Decal 

5. Reports (http://tbp.org/off/reports.cfm) 
• Username: ine Password: angolaindiana1 
• President’s reports 

o Fall Contact Information Update 
o Report of Officer and Advisor Election 
o Officer Signatures Report 
o Catalog Cards 
o Roll Book Signatures 
o Bottom portion of Convention Delegate Credentials 
o Top portion of Convention Delegate Credentials 

http://tbp.org/off/materialsOrder.cfm�
http://tbp.org/off/reports.cfm�
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o Convention Delegate Expense Report 
o Constitutional Amendment Ratification Ballot 

 
• Treasurer’s reports 

o IRS Form 990-N 
o Initiation Fees 
o Financial Report 

• Reporting Secretary’s reports 
o Report of Eligibility 
o Report of Election 
o Report of Final Action 
o Chapter Survey 
o Project Reports 

6. Engineering Futures Sessions (http://www.tbp.org/memb/EF.cfm) 
• Attendance to one will be required for initiates 
• Responsible: Josh Marty 

7. Other ideas for events 
• Pi Day 

o Talk co Math Club 
• Introduce a girl to engineering day 

o Talk to Emily Dunn. 
• Bent polishing (required for initiates) 
• Tutoring Sessions? 

o Statics 
o Solid Mechanics 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    _IN-E________ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   ___10___ 

 
 
Project name: _Letters from the dean’s office_____ Date(s) of Project:   _February 12, 2015__ 
 
Project __ Community/ Liberal Culture   _X_ University/ College __ Profession/ Engineering 
Area: __ Chapter/ Social __Education/ Prof. Dev.  __ K-12/MindSET 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _2_ Electees: _0_ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _0.5_ Participating: _2.5_ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: _Letters from the dean were sent to each eligible student and their parent(s) 
for this semester.______________________________________________________________ 
 
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _The letters from the dean are sent out to make a 
professional impression of Tau Beta Pi and to convince more eligible students to join._ 
 
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  ___ Yes   _X_ No 
 
_Upon receiving the eligibility list, letters were customized, printed, signed by the dean, put into 
envelopes with Tau Beta Pi brochures, and mailed to the students and their parent(s).________ 
 
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: _No direct cost to the chapter; the dean’s office covered 
envelopes and postage. Only other personnel required were the dean and his secretary.______ 
 
V. Special Problems: _Problems encountered were students on co-op who didn’t have campus 
mailboxes, and co-op students that reported wanting to join, but being unable to make it to campus. 
 
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _There were seven people that responded to this letter 
but only 6 came to the orientation. Sending out letters to the parents helps because they encourage 
their son or daughter to join.  One students on co-op have expressed interest but are unable to join 
due to distance. This student went through the election process but drop out at the end.  
VII. Index of Exhibits: _Letter from the dean templates.____________________________________ 
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Allen School of Engineering & Technology 

Office of the Dean 
 
 

January 20, 2016 
 
Dear, 
 
Congratulations, you have been invited to join Tau Beta Pi.  This is a very important recognition of your 
accomplishments as a student in the Allen School of Engineering and Technology at Trine University.  On 
behalf of all the members of the faculty, I extend to you sincere congratulations. 
 
Tau Beta Pi is the second oldest Greek-letter honor society in America.  It is designed to “offer appropriate 
recognition for superior scholarship and exemplary character to students in engineering.”  To qualify 
scholastically, one must rank among the top eighth of the junior class, or the top fifth of the senior class of the 
engineering students. 
 
Trine University’s Tau Beta Pi chapter is not only an honor society to pay tribute to outstanding students; it also 
provides a vehicle for such students to assume a role of leadership in the college and to be of distinctive service.  
It is one of the most prestigious engineering societies to which one can be elected as an undergraduate. 
 
The first meeting for those scholastically eligible to join Tau Beta Pi will be on Wednesday February11th in 
Fawick Room 125 at 6PM.  I highly encourage you to attend this meeting to learn more about this honor society 
as well as the goals for the Indiana Epsilon chapter here on Trine’s campus.  If you have any questions please 
direct them to Dr. Ryan Overton at overtonr@trine.edu. He is the chief advisor of our Tau Beta Pi chapter here 
at Trine University. 
 
In order to support the operation of the local chapter and the national organization, the university must charge 
an initiation fee of $80. If you have financial concerns, please contact Dr. Ryan Overton. I heartily endorse 
membership in Tau Beta Pi, and I hope you will give this invitation very serious consideration.  The returns on 
the initiation fee will be more than worthwhile.  As a member myself, I look forward to seeing you join this 
organization.  Thank you and best regards. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Tim Tyler Ph.D., Dean 
 
Allen School of Engineering and Technolog 
VIII. Attendance 

1. Skye Nguyen – President 
2. Jonnathon Lantz – Corresponding Secretary 
3. Letters sent to 30 eligible students and 30 sets of parents 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    ___INE______ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   ___11___ 

 
 
Project name: _Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day__ Date(s) of Project:   __February 21, 2015__ 
 
Project _X_ Community/ Liberal Culture __ University/ College __ Profession/ Engineering 
Area: __ Chapter/ Social __Education/ Prof. Dev.  __ K-12/MindSET 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _4__ Electees: ___ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _1__ Participating: _4__ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: _Tau Beta Pi and the American Institute of Chemical Engineers joined to  
 
make liquid nitrogen ice cream as an activity for students at SWE’s event, Introduce a Girl to___  
 
Engineering Day. 
 
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _The purpose of this event was to introduce more  
 
Elementary students to engineering as a profession and to encourage them to consider going to 
school for engineering. 
 
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  _X__ Yes   ___ No 
 
Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day was put on by the Society of Women Engineering and we  
 
also worked with AIChE on our activity for the kids. ___________________________________ 
 
 
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: _Everything was paid for by the chemical engineering  
 
department.  A dewer was borrowed for the liquid nitrogen from the Chemistry department. 
 
V. Special Problems: _No special problems _________________________________________ 
 
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): The event was a great success. We interacted with at 
least 50 elementary students and were able to demonstrate some simply & fun scientific experiments. 
We coordinated with AIChE again this year because both organizations have the same president and 
it was very convenient to combine our forces. 
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VII. Index of Exhibits:  
 

 
 

VIII. Attendance 
 
 1. Shelby Frailey 
 2. Skye Nguyen 
 3. Emily Dunn 

4. Adam Boles 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    ____INE_____ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   ___12____ 

 
 
Project name: _ Electee essays __________ Date(s) of Project:   ___03/11/2016_______ 
 
Project area:  _X_ Community/ __ University/ __ Profession/ __ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _0__ Electees: _7__ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _1__ Participating: _1-2__ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: _Each electee wrote an essay on one of the following topics 1. “Why do you 
want to be a member of Tau Beta Pi?”  2. “What is your definition of exemplary characters?” 
_____________________________________________________ 
 
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _ These essays allowed current members a basis 
from which to judge the electees’ character and reasons for joining.________________________ 
 
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  ___ Yes   _X__ No 
 
_ The officers and head advisor come up with an essay topic each semester to judge the electees’ 
character and reasons for joining TBP to make sure they are sound._______________________ 
 
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: _No cost or personnel requirements. _________________ 
 
V. Special Problems: _No problems encountered_____________________________________ 
 
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _The essays were sent to all current members for review 
before the election meeting. The members were able to form an opinion on the character of each 
electee before they voted to elect or not elect them.____________________________________ 
 
VII. Index of Exhibits: Essays from the electees._________________________________________  
 
VIII. Participation  
1. Anna Kersey  
2. Sarah Stroud  
3. Spencer Faull  
4. Zachary Shepard  
5. Caleb Stoffle  
6. Michael Forthofer 
7. Matthew Toy 
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The Engineer’s Role in Society by Sarah Stroud 

An engineer’s main role in society is to translate; not to translate languages, but to translate inventions to 

innovations. Scientists make completely new discoveries while engineers find how that new information can be 

beneficial to humanity.  

For example, in rehabilitation therapy there are two steps: physical therapy and occupational therapy. 

After a person is in a serious car accident and is partially paralyzed they will go to physical therapy to regain a 

range of motion. This motion is an important first step but would be incomplete without occupational therapy, 

which finds unique ways to use this limited range of motion to complete daily tasks such as washing dishes or 

putting on socks. Engineers are the occupational therapists. Engineers make the creations of scientists useful. 

In my experience working in an Organic Chemistry lab at the University of Notre Dame I researched 

colorimetric detection of anthrax in a water sample. My research was even published, yet I still feel as though I 

am missing something. This is because the method I studied used an incredible amount of anthrax that would 

kill an entire city. In application this method would never work but still it was a discovery and the University 

was satisfied to let it be unfinished. As an engineer I feel the need to bridge the gap from discovery to 

application. 

Engineers play a vital role in society, to make information meaningful; information is useless unless it is 

meaningful. Scientists may make inventions but it is the innovation by engineers that is used daily.  

Exemplary Character 

In my opinion, a person that exhibits exemplary character must be honest, humble, helpful, charitable, hard-

working, self-improving, and self-aware.  These characteristics all reflect the quality of a person's relationships 

with his or herself, as well as with others. 

A person must be honest and humble.  One must be honest in order to convey information about a problem or 

situation.  If people are not honest, problems do not get solved.  People must be humble in order to honestly 

evaluate their position within a problem.  An arrogant person is puffed-up and, by definition, not honest about 

him or herself.  Therefore, an arrogant person is likely to have trouble honestly evaluating, and solving, an 

issue. 

A person must also be helpful and charitable.  Being helpful to others demonstrates generosity, but it also often 

leads to self-improvement.  For instance, teachers often learn more than students during the education process.  

Also, being charitable keeps the donor humble, while lifting up those who need help.  Those who place money, 

fame, or power above the needs of others are passing up on an opportunity to be humbled and improved, and 

thus demonstrate arrogance and ignorance. 
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Self-awareness ties all of these characteristics together.  If a person is to improve, he or she needs to know 

which characteristics are lacking.  Self-awareness also helps one to see how each of these qualities is closely 

related to the others, and a person will rarely have an opportunity to demonstrate one quality without the others.   

The characteristics mentioned here are by no means the only pieces of a person's character, and may not even be 

the most important pieces.  These qualities were simply the ones that presented themselves to me in my recent, 

day-to-day living, and, at this point in my life, these are the qualities that I am working to possess. 

Exemplary Character 

Exemplary character will hold a different meaning to any person asked.  To me, one with exemplary 

character is one who faces challenges and hardships and is able to remain composed.  Everyone experiences 

hardships that test their character and everyone handles the experience differently.  Exemplary characters are 

involved and put themselves in situations where they will face hardships, are empathetic as they see others 

going through hardships, and are humble as they succeed in passing through their hardships.   

 Being involved is something that is not easy, nor is it rewarding at all times.  Though, the best people 

always seem to find themselves being involved in multiple endeavors at once.  It is impressive that people 

experience challenges in their lives and strive to face more by being involved.  Giving up time that could be 

spent elsewhere is the most honorable trait as it benefits others, not only oneself.  This philanthropic desire is 

one of the most honorable traits one can have.   

 Empathy is a staple of an exemplary person.  Being able to see actions from others’ points of view 

makes more sense of the world and allows one to act more accordingly to situations.  People are much more 

similar than one would believe.  An exemplary character is one who understands this and truly grasps what 

other people are feeling.  This allows the character to make a decision to help everyone out in a situation where 

conflict could arise.    

 Humility is the best quality of all.  When great goals are accomplished, it is easy to become 

overwhelmed and to take all of the credit (see Kanye West).  A person who prevails through hardships and is 

humble is much more admirable than the contrary. It is natural to be proud of accomplishment, but the best 

people will remain humble and content. 

 Exemplary character is entirely based on personal views, but I believe it is incredibly easy to identify a 

great person.  People go through struggles on a daily basis.  Finding someone at their worst really extrudes their 

personality.  A person who is resilient through the hardest times by putting themselves in situations where 

others may not succeed and remaining empathetic and humble is, to me, the most admirable.   

Exemplary Character 

 Character can take on many definitions from the way someone thinks, feels, or behaves. In general, an 

individual’s character is their distinct and unique personality. Exemplary character has many and far reaching 
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meanings to me. An individual who has exemplary character is one who is trustworthy, passionate, empathetic, 

responsible, leads by example, and goes above and beyond the call of duty. Many of the greatest and most 

respected leaders in history possessed exemplary character. Individuals who possess exemplary character 

demonstrate that they can be trusted. These individuals follow through with their promises. They are able to 

admit when they are wrong and do not talk badly about others behind their backs. Another quality of exemplary 

character is being passionate. Showing others that you are passionate about your hobbies does stand out. 

Individuals who demonstrate exemplary character are not afraid to show their passion, whether it be for a 

leadership position they hold, a sports team, or their favorite school subject. An individual who exhibits 

exemplary character shows empathy by not being self-centered and caring about others and their needs. 

Individuals who show empathy, take time out of their busy schedule to listen to others concerns and requests. 

Exemplary character also encompasses being responsible. Being responsible goes hand in hand with the quality 

of trustworthiness. An individual who shows that they can be responsible by being on time, keeping track of 

important documents, and performing tasks by their due date also build trustworthiness with others. These 

qualities are all part of the term exemplary character. People also demonstrate exemplary character when they 

lead by example. People who take up the role of leadership and strive to do what’s right rather than sit back and 

let other people take the reins are leading by example. These people help make society better, and guide 

individuals who may be easily persuaded to follow those with bad intent to do what’s right. Lastly, exemplary 

character is shown when someone is willing to go above and beyond what is asked for. This quality can be 

shown in many ways from doing extra running in sports, practicing extra homework problems for a specific 

class, or serving a local non-profit organization just to give back to the community. All of these traits and 

qualities are what make up an individual with exemplary character. I strive to show these qualities on a daily 

basis and be the best character and leader I can for my friends, family, and the people around me.  

Tau Beta Pi Initiation Essay 

Anna Kersey 

Of the many attributes which define us as individuals, character is one that is most often analyzed. 

According to my personal definition, exemplary character embodies three main principles: integrity, service, 

and passion. These three principles, while strong individually, cannot appear alone if a person hopes to achieve 

a high standard of character, as all three ideas must be used in conjunction in order to truly breach excellence.  

 Each of the three principles listed previously are applicable in general to members of society, and, more 

importantly, they are critical to successful conduct as engineers. Integrity, for example, is a familiar concept 

which reminds us to always strive for respectful, honest interactions. Engineers are often regarded for their 

intelligence, but what sets individual engineers apart is their treatment of others. Additionally, showing a 

genuine interest in serving others rather than working solely for selfish gain speaks volumes about the nature of 
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a person’s character. As engineers, it is important that we have reason to succeed apart from the promise of 

monetary advancement or person acclaim; after all, our primary goal is to serve people through the work that 

we do. Finally, those who exhibit exemplary character must display a passion for the pursuit of excellence in 

everything they do. Regardless of whether it is professional work, service to others, or personal ventures, 

individuals with exemplary character have an innate desire to complete the project to the highest standard of 

quality possible.  

 Tau Beta Pi is an organization which recognizes the value of individuals who possess exemplary 

character. The definition presented by the organization, which includes aspects such as integrity, adaptability, 

and service, is in many ways similar to my own. For this reason, I am excited and encouraged to have the 

chance to join this society and strive to achieve a moral image which reflects the principles described above. 

 

To Have Exemplary Character 

If a man or woman is said to be of strong character, one can instantly speculate at the basic traits and 

attributes of that person. The ability to infer a person’s personality traits on the basis that he or she possesses 

good character comes from basic, and more importantly, universal, qualities that one must possess in order to 

become known as a person of good character. The characteristics that provide for a person of good character 

may vary but, generally, when I think of a person of exemplary character, I think of several distinct attributes. 

Integrity is a trait that is essential to strong character. People with integrity adhere to moral and ethical 

principles. They are a models to younger generations, exemplifying their standards in order to make a positive 

impact.  Integrity also encompasses honesty. People with strong character are honest and avoid being deceitful. 

They are respectful of everyone else. 

People with strong character must also be kind. They must have compassion for fellow human beings, 

regardless of race, ethnicity, religion, sex, or gender. They are charitable, and work increase wellbeing of 

others. People of strong character are also people of citizenship. They are involved in community service. A 

good way to summarize a person of strong character is that they follow the “Golden Rule.” 

Most importantly though, people of exemplary character inspire others to have better character. They do 

not drop their standards around people of lesser character. People of strong character hold others to the same 

standard as their own. They build people up, and make people better. They make others want to be a person of 

exemplary character. 

 

 

The Role of Engineers in Society 
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 As engineers, our role is incredibly vast. Each branch and subset of engineering has different focuses, 

resulting in us doing different work, for different people, in a range of locations and atmospheres. However, all 

engineers are covered under an umbrella of a few purposes. These include technological progress and public 

safety. Many people know that it's engineers that design the devices they use on a day-to-day basis, but it seems 

many forget that they provide these devices and also allow users to use them without fear of injury or 

malfunction. 

 Engineers are tasked daily to design and create technologies that will change the world, be it a small or 

large change. These changes can affect a wide variety of people. Electrical and computer engineers’ designs 

will ultimately affect phone and computer software and hardware, as well as surveillance and security systems. 

Phone and computer software is important, but is unlikely to harm people if done incorrectly. Surveillance and 

security, however, is incredibly dangerous, as these systems include alarm systems in houses and cars, as well 

as cameras in businesses. Without these programs, people can be seriously injured or victimized. These 

problems are prevented by the hard work and devotion of engineers. 

 On a larger scale, mechanical engineers are utilized for the same reasons. Mechanical engineers will 

work with products like cars, airplanes, boats, etc., to make them operate efficiently and easily. While these 

products are incredibly useful in day-to-day life, they are also very dangerous. If someone is driving and their 

car malfunctions, they could seriously hurt themselves and others on the road. If an airplane malfunctions, 

everyone on board, as well as everyone in the area on the ground is at risk. 

 Civil engineers are utilized in primarily large-scale occupations. As a result, their projects are the most 

notable when someone discusses engineering. While this is excellent that they get recognition, they also are 

required to make their designs perfect. This makes sense, as their projects consist of bridges, buildings, etc. 

These are incredibly sturdy, thanks to civil engineers, but when made incorrectly, can crumble, which can cause 

terrible situations. Small buildings are dangerous, but larger buildings can cause widespread problems and panic 

for an entire city of people. Through careful, precise design, these problems are prevented. 

 The technological progress that is created by engineers all over the world is inspiring to those who 

dream to be engineers, and also has made the world the way it is today. That being said, these same men and 

women are devoted to public safety, and make safety their top priority, even if it may hinder technological 

progress. The most impressive thing, in my opinion, is that engineers have been able to make as much progress 

as they have while keeping safety in mind. The technology engineers design is on the forefront of people's 

minds every day, but the fact that the public can use these products without worry is the what makes the role of 

an engineer special. 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    Indiana Epsilon 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   13 

 
 
INSTRUCTIONS:  Please complete each of the seven sections below.  Any additional information 
which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous 
material that is not beneficial. 
 
Project name: Science Fair Visit Day Date(s) of Project:  3/19/16 
 
Project area:  __ Community/ X University/ __ Profession/ __ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _2_ Electees: ___ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _ _ Participating: __2_ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: Organizations from across campus set up tables and held information session 

for visiting high school students 

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Provided incoming students with information about 

TBP membership and the benefits of membership. Focused on the concept of TBP as an incentive to 

stay involved and active in the classroom 

 
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  ___ Yes   _X_ No 
 
Volunteers set up tables with pamphlets and posters related to Tau Beta Pi membership. Handouts 

included the engineering code of ethics and a pamphlet outlining benefits of membership. Volunteers 

talked with students about their goals as an engineering student and plans for a future career, and 

how these goals can be furthered by a commitment to academic success and extracurricular 

involvement.  
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IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: No cost. Two volunteers set up the table and display. One 

volunteer worked the table. 

 
V. Special Problems: Difficulty discussing a group that is joined by invitation with students who have 

not yet committed to a university 

 

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Talked to about a dozen high school students. Handed 

out pamphlets to half of them. Most students responded positively to the prospect of having an officer 

position in an honor society in the future 

 
VII. Index of Exhibits: No Exhibits 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    Indiana Epsilon 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   14 

 
 
INSTRUCTIONS:  Please complete each of the seven sections below.  Any additional information 
which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous 
material that is not beneficial. 
 
Project name: Science Fair Judging Date(s) of Project:  3/19/16 
 
Project area:  __ Community/ X University/ __ Profession/ __ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _3_ Electees: ___ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _ 0.5_ Participating: __2_ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: Student volunteers served as judges for the annual North East Indiana 

Regional Science Fair. A winner was selected from the Senior (grades 9-12) and Junior (grades 7-8) 

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Rewarded young science students for their hard 

work and discussed their future goals in engineering and science. 

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  _X_ Yes   _ _ No 
 
Volunteers met with students in the Senior and Junior divisions, discussed their projects and 

methods. They asked questions and evaluated the scientific method of each experiment. This was 

done in conjunction with the Trine chapter of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, as two of 

our volunteers were officers in both organizations.   

 
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: No cost. Three volunteers served as judges 
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V. Special Problems: As the project involved speaking with middle school students, some of the 

students did not yet have the experience to fully explain their projects. Still, all of the projects were 

very impressive and showed an acute interest in scientific methods. 

 

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Volunteers viewed over 20 projects and awarded a 

special, joint award from Tau Beta Pi and AICHE to one student in each division. 

 
VII. Index of Exhibits: No Exhibits 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    Indiana Epsilon 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   15 

 
 
INSTRUCTIONS:  Please complete each of the seven sections below.  Any additional information 
which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous 
material that is not beneficial. 
 
Project name: Bent Polishing Date(s) of Project:  4/1/16 
 
Project area:  __ Community/ X University/ __ Profession/ __ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _2_ Electees: _5_ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _ _ Participating: __0.5_ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: Electees met at the bent statue to polish and clean the bent  

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Allowed electees to interact and get to know each 

other before initiation 

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  __ Yes   _x_ No 
 
Officers bought sand paper and brass-o stain remover. Electees were contacted by email and told 

what time to arrive. Polishing took a little less than a half hour 

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $8 for supplies. Two officers served as supervisors 

 
V. Special Problems: The bent was very corroded and took a lot of work the polish 

 

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Electees had a fun time getting to know each other, and 

the bent is now in much better shape. 
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VII. Index of Exhibits:  
 
 

 
 
 
VIII. Attendees: 
 -Joshua Marty 
 -Skye Nguyen 
 -Matthew Toy 
 -Anna Kersey 
 -Zach Shepard 
 -Caleb Stoffel 
 -Spencer Faull 
 -Jacob Forthofer 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    Indiana Epsilon 
Chapter Project Report Project number:  16 

 
 
INSTRUCTIONS:  Please complete each of the seven sections below.  Any additional information 
which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous 
material that is not beneficial. 
 
Project name: Engineering Futures – Group Process Date(s) of Project:  4/9/16 
 
Project area:  __ Community/ X University/ __ Profession/ __ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _4_ Electees: _7_ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _ 2_ Participating: _3.5_ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: Dirk and Katy Colbry hosted a session to teach engineering students about 

how to effectively run a meeting an work successfully as a group of engineers.  

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Educate young engineers, including recent TBP 

inductees about the realities of an engineering career, with an emphasis on skills not learned in the 

classroom. 

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  _ _ Yes   _X_ No 
 
The Vice President contacted TBP headquarters and requested an EF session. A date was 

determined and the session was advertised by contacting the heads of the different engineering 

departments at Trine, as well as emailing all current TBP members and inductees. A room was 

reserved and the session was scheduled for a Saturday morning. Reminder emails were sent out in 

the week leading up to the session. TBP officers met with the facilitators the morning of the session. 
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Attendees participated in the session activities by completing group projects and asking questions. 

Pizza was ordered for lunch, and the session ended in a timely manner. 

 

IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $42 for lunch. Two officers served as contacts with TBP 

headquarters. A room reservation was required. 

 
V. Special Problems: Inclement weather meant that the session started late. A change in the session 

date meant that initiation had to be moved back a week 

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Attendees enthusiastically participated in the session 

and came away from the session with a better understanding of the issues that face an engineer 

trying to run a team in the modern work environment. 

 
VII. Index of Exhibits: No Exhibits 
 
VIII. Attendees 
 -Johnathan Lantz 
 -Mohammed Alajaji 
 -Matthew Toy 
 -Anna Kersey 
 -Spencer Faull 
 -Zach Shepard 
 -Devin Gingerich 
 -Christian Gaston 
 -Joshua Marty 
 -Skye Nguyen 
 -Benjamin Miller 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    Indiana Epsilon 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   17 

 
 
INSTRUCTIONS:  Please complete each of the seven sections below.  Any additional information 
which may be helpful to another chapter would also be appreciated; however, do not send extraneous 
material that is not beneficial. 
 
Project name: Engineering Futures – Team Chartering Date(s) of Project:  4/9/16 
 
Project area:  __ Community/ X University/ __ Profession/ __ Chapter/ __Education/ 
 Liberal Culture College Engineering Social Prof. Dev. 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _4_ Electees: _7_ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _ 2_ Participating: _3.5_ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: Dirk and Katy Colbry hosted a session to teach engineering students about 

how to effectively form and manage a team in the workplace..  

II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: Educate young engineers, including recent TBP 

inductees about the realities of an engineering career, with an emphasis on skills not learned in the 

classroom.. 

III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  _ _ Yes   _X_ No 
 
The Vice President contacted TBP headquarters and requested an EF session. A date was 

determined and the session was advertised by contacting the heads of the different engineering 

departments at Trine, as well as emailing all current TBP members and inductees. A room was 

reserved and the session was scheduled for a Saturday morning. Reminder emails were sent out in 

the week leading up to the session. TBP officers met with the facilitators the morning of the session. 

Attendees participated in the session activities by completing group projects and asking questions. 

Pizza was ordered for lunch, and the session ended in a timely manner. 
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IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: $42 for lunch. Two officers served as contacts with TBP 

headquarters. A room reservation was required. 

 
V. Special Problems: Inclement weather meant that the session started late. A change in the session 

date meant that initiation had to be moved back a week. We were able to promptly adjust the initiation 

date without disrupting everyone’s schedule. 

VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): Attendees enthusiastically participated in the session 

and came away from the session with a better understanding of the issues that face an engineer 

trying to run a team in the modern work environment. 

 
VII. Index of Exhibits:  
 

 
 
VIII. Attendees 
 -Johnathan Lantz 
 -Mohammed Alajaji 
 -Matthew Toy 
 -Anna Kersey 
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 -Spencer Faull 
 -Zach Shepard 
 -Devin Gingerich 
 -Christian Gaston 
 -Joshua Marty 
 -Skye Nguyen 
 -Benjamin Miller 
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The Tau Beta Pi Association Chapter:    _IN E________ 
Chapter Project Report Project number:   _18___ 

 
 
Project name: Paperweight Bent Polishing     Date(s) of Project:   ___April 22, 2015_____ 
 
Project __ Community/ Liberal Culture __ University/ College __ Profession/ Engineering 
Area: _X_ Chapter/ Social __Education/ Prof. Dev.  __ K-12/MindSET 
 
Number of persons who participated in this project Members: _0_ Electees: _5_ 
(Please attach a list of names.) 
 
Hours spent on this project.  Organizing: _0.5_ Participating: _Up to 20_ 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
I. General Description: _Each electee was required to hand polish a miniature bent. This was also 
another test of character and pride of the electees to determine whether or not they were Tau Bates 
materials. The best bent voted by the current members during initiation won its owner $40. 
 
II. Purpose & Relationship to Objectives of TBP: _This was a test of character and pride in joining Tau 
 
 Beta Pi.__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
III. Organization & Administration: (in conjunction with another group?)  ___ Yes   _X_ No 
 
At the Orientation meeting each electee was given an unpolished paperweight bent for them to  
 
polish by the initiation ceremony.  ______________________________________ 
 
 
IV. Cost & Personnel Requirements: _$13 for each paperweight bent, so 7($13) = $91  
 
Special Problems: One of the electees dropped out of the initiation process, bent has not been 
retuned.  
  
VI. Overall Evaluation/Results (Be Specific): _Students felt more pride in joining Tau Beta Pi, and one  
 
electee got half off of their dues._______________________________________________________ 
 
 
VII. Index of Exhibits:  
 
 VIII. Attendance: 

1. Anna Kersey 
2. Spencer Faull 
3. Zach Shepard 
4. Michael Forthofer 
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5. Caleb Stoffle 
6. Matthew Toy 
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